Etiopathology and neurobiology of obsessive–compulsive disorder: focus on biological rhythms and chronotherapy
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Abstract: This review examines biological rhythms in persons with obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) and their potential relevance to the pathophysiology and treatment of this disorder. In some cases of OCD, the expression of affective, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms may be influenced by circadian and seasonal rhythms, and this could possibly interact with other neurophysiological factors. Further work is required to characterize circadian profiles linked to OCD, but findings thus far highlighted delays in both the sleep–wake cycle and melatonin secretion, as well as reduced circadian rhythmicity of body temperature. It is proposed that these changes in behavioral and endogenous rhythms may increase one’s vulnerability to obsessive–compulsive symptoms. Accordingly, obsessive–compulsive symptoms appear to be more severe in individuals with lower circadian amplitude and often worsen in the afternoon and evening. An increasing number of studies reported encouraging outcomes following the integration of sleep and circadian-based treatments in the management of OCD. There is a need for larger controlled trials evaluating the efficacy of chronotherapies in the context of OCD.
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Introduction
Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a complex and heterogeneous neuropsychiatric condition. An increasing body of research indicates that the constellation of affective, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of OCD may interact with sleep and chronobiological processes, and this is generating valuable insights for new therapeutic applications. The present review summarizes pathophysiological and etiological features of OCD and examines how they may relate to abnormalities in sleep and biological rhythms. Implications for the management of obsessive–compulsive (OC) symptoms and the potential use of circadian-based therapeutic strategies are also discussed.

Overview of OCD clinical features
OCD is characterized by persistent and intrusive thoughts, images, and urges (obsessions; eg, contamination, pathological doubt, somatic concerns, symmetry) and repetitive behaviors or mental acts generally performed under rigid sets of rules in response to obsessions (compulsions; eg, checking, washing, counting). Typically, patients acknowledge the illogical or exaggerated nature of these thoughts and behaviors but struggle to overcome obsessions and resist engaging in compulsions. In the context of OCD, obsessions or compulsions are time-consuming (eg, take >1 hour per day) or
cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.\textsuperscript{1–4} Accordingly, OCD is among the top ten medical illnesses most likely to cause disability.\textsuperscript{5}

Previously classified as an anxiety disorder, OCD has been reclassified in the fifth edition of the \textit{Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders} within “Obsessive Compulsive and Related Disorders”. This new group of disorders also encompasses body dysmorphic disorder, hoarding disorder, trichotillomania, and excoriation disorder. This reclassification was notably based on symptom similarity, course of illness, biomarkers, and treatment response.\textsuperscript{6} These disorders were deemed to require a somewhat distinctive conceptual, assessment, and interventional approach compared to anxiety disorders. Indeed, an increasing body of research highlights distinct neurophysiological features differentiating obsessions and compulsions from anxiety symptoms. Similarly, while anxiety disorders are often accompanied by sleep and circadian disruptions, the distinct constellation of affective, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of OCD may interact with sleep and chronobiological processes in a unique manner.

**The chronobiological profile of OCD Abnormalities in endogenous rhythms**

The master biological clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) regulates 24-hour variations in numerous physiological functions. These endogenous rhythms influence behaviors, cognition, and subjective mood, and building evidence suggest that they may interact with psychopathological processes. Thus far, chronobiology studies in people with OCD reported possible abnormalities in melatonin, cortisol, prolactin, and temperature rhythms.

In a seminal study, drug-free adults with OCD were found to have lower mesor and amplitude of the circadian rhythm of melatonin compared to healthy controls, with prominent reductions in melatonin secretion in the first portion of the night, and an acrophase peaking with a delay of \( \sim 2 \) hours.\textsuperscript{7} Two other studies failed to show significant abnormalities in the circadian pattern of melatonin,\textsuperscript{8,9} but these results may have been affected by small sample size and important methodological limitations, such as poor control of light exposure. In addition to melatonin, cortisol and prolactin are of particular interest in the chronobiology of OCD, notably because of their sensitivity to stress.

While OCD is linked to an overall increase in cortisol levels,\textsuperscript{7,8,10} the few studies which assessed cortisol variations across the 24-hour period observed no marked difference in circadian rhythmicity, amplitude, or phase between adults with a diagnosis of OCD and healthy controls.\textsuperscript{7–9} However, careful examination of the circadian curves reported in these studies suggests that people with OCD have much greater temporal instability and interindividual variability in nocturnal cortisol levels than healthy controls. In addition, a case study in a 29-year-old man with OCD reported elevated cortisol levels in the evening and early morning in comparison to healthy men in their twenties.\textsuperscript{11} Children and adolescents with OCD were found to have elevated cortisol levels in the early morning but not later in the morning nor in the evening.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, elevated cortisol secretion in the context of OCD may be subject to circadian modulation in some individuals, and this may be especially prominent during youth and young adulthood.

Compared to cortisol, the chronobiology of prolactin has received less attention. In healthy, well-entrained individuals, prolactin typically undergoes ultradian and circadian variations, with secretion pulses at a period of \( \sim 95 \) minutes and a progressive increase during the night.\textsuperscript{13} In individuals with OCD, the pattern of prolactin rhythms was found to be altered, with increased levels prior to and after sleep initiation and a subsequent decrease across the night.\textsuperscript{7}

To our knowledge, only one study has assessed 24-hour variations in body temperature in OCD. This study was based on axillary temperature measured at 3-hour intervals in eight adults with OCD and eight healthy controls. While this is yet to be replicated in larger samples, results suggested that individuals with OCD have poorer circadian rhythmicity than healthy controls, without any clear abnormality in circadian timing or mesor.\textsuperscript{9}

Overall, in people with OCD, there are indications of flatter and delayed melatonin rhythms, possible increases in nocturnal cortisol and prolactin levels, and less-organized temperature rhythms. While the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying these circadian abnormalities remain unknown, these abnormalities may be indicative of weaker and partially delayed circadian signals. Importantly, there appears to be a progressive association between some circadian abnormalities and the severity of OC symptoms. For instance, worse OC symptoms as rated on the Yale–Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale correlate with lower melatonin amplitude and mesor, lower circadian amplitude of prolactin, and lower cortisol mesor.\textsuperscript{7} Further investigations are warranted, notably to clarify how specific these circadian disruptions are to OCD compared to other mental disorders.

**Sleep–wake cycle**

Recent studies linked OC symptoms severity to sleep disturbances.\textsuperscript{14–16} Objective findings consistently highlighted
reductions in sleep duration and poor sleep consolidation, and increasing evidence indicate that sleep initiation difficulties and delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD) are also common in OCD. Studies based on self-report, nursing notes, and medical records estimated that 17%–42% of inpatients admitted to specialized OCD clinic met criteria for DSPD and reported that this subgroup of patients tended to have more severe OC symptoms. In another study based on actigraphic sleep monitoring, delayed sleep profiles were found in 25% of inpatients with OCD. Albeit variable, these rates are considerably higher than the 0.2%–10% reported in the general population.

Such observations have also been reported outside of formal clinical settings. In a sample of university students, OC symptoms were significantly higher in individuals with delayed sleep schedules than in those with earlier sleep schedules. In fact, the proportion of students with clinically meaningful levels of OC symptoms was almost double in the subgroup with delayed sleep. Furthermore, in a small community sample, individuals with a delayed sleep profile endorsed worse anxiety and OC symptoms and were more distressed by OC symptoms than those with an earlier sleep schedule. In these two studies, worse OC symptoms were significantly correlated with later bedtimes, but findings conflicted as to whether this association may be driven by underlying depressive states.

Disturbances of the sleep–wake cycle in persons with OCD are likely to be influenced by endogenous circadian rhythms. Specifically, abnormal nighttime endocrine patterns, such as elevated cortisol and reduced/delayed melatonin, may contribute to a physiological state less conducive to sleep initiation and maintenance. This may lead to delayed, shortened, and fragmented sleep, which may, in turn, worsen alterations in endogenous rhythms. Importantly, delayed sleep patterns could also possibly interact with the emergence of OCD symptoms in the evening. On the one hand, the urge to complete extended evening rituals can significantly delay bedtime, and obsessive thoughts can lengthen sleep onset latency. On the other hand, increased homeostatic pressure, which may result from sleep curtailing (eg, when one has a delayed sleep profile and attempts to follow early morning school/work schedules), can increase cortisol sensitivity to stress and induce anxiety. Also, as will be covered in the following sections, circadian and homeostatic influences may exacerbate nighttime neurocognitive dysfunctions, and this could further increase one’s difficulty to disengage from obsessive thoughts and resist/terminate compulsive behaviors.

Cyclical patterns of OC symptoms
Animal studies suggest that cortisol and prolactin are more reactive to stress at the beginning of the biological night than at the beginning of the biological day. While this remains to be directly tested in humans, it may be postulated that OCD-related abnormalities in the circadian regulation of these hormones could be linked to an increased vulnerability to OC symptoms at night.

Indeed, case reports dating from as early as the beginning of the 20th century described circadian variations in the occurrence of compulsive ritual behaviors. Subsequent studies in persons with OCD did not report consistent diurnal patterns in OC symptoms monitored over 1–3 days. However, more recently, symptoms monitoring over an average of 7 days suggested that obsessions occur more frequently in the afternoon but revealed considerable inter- and intraindividual differences. In addition, a few case reports highlighted increased compulsions late at night, with worse difficulties to dismiss intrusive thoughts and resist the urge to engage in behaviors with excessive perfectionism. These daily rhythms in OC symptoms may possibly be potentiated by circadian variations in parallel symptoms, such as general anxiety, which has also been observed to worsen in the afternoon or evening.

OC symptoms have been proposed to relate to cognitive inhibition and working memory dysfunctions, two components of executive functions which are sensitive to interactions between homeostatic and circadian processes. However, sleep and circadian influences on the cognitive aspects of OC symptoms have yet to be directly investigated. Functional magnetic resonance imaging indicates frontoparietal hyperactivations during an n-back task in OCD patients compared to healthy controls, a phenomenon proposed to reflect compensatory mechanisms elicited by working memory difficulties. Interestingly, in healthy persons, the recruitment of frontal resources by a similar n-back task has been shown to vary according to homeostatic pressure and circadian phase, and these changes take different forms depending on a polymorphism linked to circadian misalignment and sleep loss vulnerability. The distribution of this polymorphism in OCD has yet to be investigated. Nevertheless, it may be hypothesized that the common occurrence of delayed sleep onset in persons with OCD, in combination with a possibly reduced circadian signal, may limit the recruitment of frontal areas to compensate for cognitive difficulties, especially in the evening and nighttime when homeostatic pressure is high.

In conjunction with cognitive and neurobehavioral factors, daily variations in OC symptoms may also be influenced
by the accumulated exposure to potential stressors across the day, as well as social rhythms and other environmental factors.\textsuperscript{29,30} For instance, occupational activities and frequent exposure to strangers or work/school colleagues may increase the pressure to repress compulsive behaviors during the daytime\textsuperscript{21} or even act as distracters from obsessive thoughts. Conversely, obsessions and compulsions involving other family members, or various aspects of one’s living environment, are likely to emerge after working/school hours. In addition, greater occurrences of OC symptoms at night are likely to increase behavioral/cognitive activation and light exposure\textsuperscript{15,32} at a sensitive circadian phase, and this may contribute to further delays in circadian rhythms and the sleep–wake cycle.

In brief, findings reported so far seem to indicate that obsessions may intensify in the afternoon/evening, and that inhibiting compulsive enactment appears to be markedly difficult during late evening/early night. These circadian patterns of OC symptoms may be modulated by endogenous biological rhythms, variations in cognitive and neuronal resources, the daily rhythms of socio-occupational life, and environmental factors. Nevertheless, further empirical studies are required to decipher cyclic patterns in OC symptomatology and their underlying physiological, cognitive, and behavioral mechanisms.

**Chronobiology and the etiopathology of OCD**

Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis hyperactivity has long been proposed to contribute to both cortisol and melatonin abnormalities in OCD.\textsuperscript{8} In light of recent neurobiological findings, additional interactions between OCD pathophysiology and abnormalities in the sleep–wake cycle and biological rhythms can be postulated. An overview of these interactions is provided in Figure 1.

**Neurobiological models**

At the neurotransmission level, the antiobsessional effects of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and their common therapeutic effects in OCD led to the hypothesis of serotonergic dysfunctions in OCD.\textsuperscript{39} More recently, abnormalities in serotonin transporter availability in the thalamus, midbrain, and brain stem have been reported in persons with OCD.\textsuperscript{40,41} Dysfunctions in noradrenergic system have also been postulated.\textsuperscript{42} Both serotonin and noradrenaline follow a circadian rhythm and are involved in melatonin synthesis. It has thus been proposed that deregulation in melatonin secretion in persons with OCD may relate to increased noradrenergic and reduced serotonergic tone.\textsuperscript{7,8} Since prolactin, and in some cases cortisol, sensitivity to serotonin appears to be blunted in some persons with OCD,\textsuperscript{43} circadian dysregulation in these hormones may also relate to serotonergic dysfunctions. In addition, chronic sleep loss resulting from delayed bedtime may possibly further desensitize 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) \textsubscript{1} receptors.\textsuperscript{44}

From a structural perspective, OCD is notably characterized by smaller orbitofrontal, anterior cingulate, and temporolimbic cortices (ie, structures heavily involved in affective regulation), and smaller dorsomedial, dorsolateral, ventrolateral, and frontopolar prefrontal cortices (ie, structures heavily involved in executive functions).\textsuperscript{45} Functional studies in OCD indicated increased activations in the corticostriato-thalamo-cortical circuit, particularly in the caudate, putamen, anterior thalamus, and orbitofrontal cortex,\textsuperscript{46–52} and also in the amygdala.\textsuperscript{53} In OCD, these structures are hyperactivated by OC symptom provocation, and this hyperactivation resolves in parallel with treatment-related improvements.\textsuperscript{54–56} These abnormalities in orbitofrontal-subcortical circuits are thought to cause executive dysfunctions leading to the emergence of OC behaviors, which, in turn, may reinforce orbitofronto-subcortical abnormalities.\textsuperscript{57} In addition, observations of reduced responses of the nucleus accumbens during reward anticipation\textsuperscript{58} and attenuated prefrontal activations during loss anticipation\textsuperscript{59} have reinforced the notion that functional alterations in key components of the corticostriato-thalamo-cortical circuit may be involved in abnormal reward processing in OCD.

Circadian variations in reward-related behaviors (peaking in the afternoon/evening\textsuperscript{60,61}) are thought to be partially regulated by the master biological clock in the SCN via dopaminergic signaling in the mesolimbic pathway.\textsuperscript{62} Recently, it has been proposed that stress-related alterations in subordinate biological clocks, notably in the reward network, may contribute to a desynchronization between central and peripheral circadian signals.\textsuperscript{63} Others have hypothesized that circadian misalignment may induce alterations in executive functioning, behavioral inhibition, and reward-related regulation,\textsuperscript{64,65} all factors highly involved in OCD symptomatology.

Sleep curtailing related to delayed sleep profile and chronic sleep difficulties may also worsen the neurobiological profile of OCD. Sleep loss is known to lead to reduced metabolism in the striatum, thalamus, and frontal cortex,\textsuperscript{56} and to alter executive functions relevant to OCD.\textsuperscript{67} Also, partial and full sleep deprivation increase appetitive-related/pleasure-related activations in the putamen, thalamus, and orbitofrontal cortex.\textsuperscript{68,69} OCD abnormalities in the reward
The relevance of these theoretical frameworks for OCD pathophysiology has yet to be formally tested.

Genetic and molecular factors

Twin studies show a high heritable component to OCD, with concordance rates of 80%–87% in monozygotic twins and 47%–50% in dizygotic twins. There is a fourfold increased risk of OCD among relatives of probands. Over the last decade, >80 OCD candidate genes have been identified. Yet, to our knowledge, no study has directly investigated the associations between OCD and the “clock” genes involved in the transcriptional–translational autoregulatory loop regulating the circadian clock. However, there is evidence that common genetic factors may be linked to some of the neurofunctional, behavioral, and chronobiological characteristics of OCD.

The expression of “clock” genes in components of the reward network known to be altered in OCD (e.g., prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and nucleus accumbens) follows a strong circadian pattern. In addition, later sleep schedules and polymorphisms of the PER2 gene predict lower reward-related activations in the prefrontal cortex, which may reflect reduced behavioral self-monitoring. Considering the behavioral and neurophysiological abnormalities of reward processing in OCD, these results call for direct investigations of PER2 polymorphisms in people with OCD.

In addition, the met allele of the BDNF gene Val66Met polymorphism, which is characterized by reduced BDNF activity, has been linked to executive dysfunctions in OCD. Interestingly, this met allele has also been associated with higher spontaneous cortisol secretion in the evening, but not in the morning, increased cortisol response to stress, and lower sleep intensity in the first portion of the night.

Recent advances in epigenetics have shown that alterations in sleep duration and timing attenuate the circadian patterns of gene expression. From this perspective, sleep fragmentation and delayed sleep profiles related to mental disorders such as OCD may thus disturb the molecular clock network and OCD pathophysiology, the sleep–wake cycle, and biological rhythms. Notes: ↑, increase; ↓, decrease.

Abbreviations: OCD, obsessive–compulsive disorder; HPA, hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal; CSTC, cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical; OC, obsessive–compulsive.
and actively contribute to reduce circadian rhythmicity and amplitude, two factors associated with worsening of OC symptoms severity. While this hypothesis remains speculative, the cross-road between sleep/circadian epigenetics and mental disorders yields a promising new field of investigation.

**Therapeutic implications**

The potential involvement of sleep and circadian disruptions in the etiopathology of OCD calls for the application of chronotherapeutics, or treatment strategies targeting the biological clock, in the management of OCD. The following sections review the main therapies classically used for OCD and new insights about chronotherapeutic applications.

**Current OCD therapies**

**Psychotherapies**

Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), which typically includes exposure and response prevention and cognitive therapy, is recognized as the first-line evidence-based psychological treatment for OCD. Exposure and response prevention involves developing a hierarchy of triggering thoughts, images, objects, and situations, which are then ordered from least fear producing to most fear producing. Then, the patient is systematically guided through exposure to situations on the hierarchy long enough to reach habituation. The response prevention aspect of this intervention includes having the patients resist engaging in their compulsions. Cognitive therapy is based on the identification and modification of dysfunctional appraisals of compulsions and symptom-related beliefs in order to impact problematic behavior. Some of the challenges of CBT for OCD include the limited number of qualified therapists, treatment refusal, dropout rates (rising up to 30%), common residual symptoms, and lack of sustained improvements in ~45% of cases.

**Pharmacotherapies**

From a pharmacological perspective, SSRIs, such as fluoxetine, sertraline, and fluvoxamine, are the recommended first-line treatment for OCD. It may take up to 12 weeks of pharmacotherapy to produce a significant change in symptoms, and response rates are estimated to range between 40% and 60%. Second-line options include clomipramine (a tricyclic antidepressant), venlafaxine, and mirtazapine (selective noradrenergic reuptake inhibitors).

Some of the OCD patients who are nonresponsive to pharmacotherapy and behavior therapy have been shown to benefit from other treatment options. These include adding a dopamine blocker, such as risperidone or aripiprazole, in low doses to an SSRI. Also, recent evidence also shows that some of the refractory OCD patients benefit from medications related to the glutamatergic system such as D-cycloserine, rifuzole, and memantine. Additionally, some treatment-resistant patients have responded positively to stereotactic surgery targeting structures and pathways within the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical circuits, as well as treatment by high-frequency stimulation of parts of the putative OCD neuro-circuitry, such as the anterior limb of the internal capsule, the nucleus accumbens, the anterior caudate nucleus, and the anterior ventral part of the subthalamic nucleus. Other common augmentation options include the use of some second-generation antipsychotics (low-dose risperidone or aripiprazole), D-amphetamine, topiramate, or ondansetron.

To summarize, CBT and SSRIs are probably the most common therapeutic strategies used with patients with OCD. However, their effectiveness is limited by relatively late therapeutic responses, common adherence problems, and frequent residual symptoms. There is thus a need for novel interventions for OCD.

**Potential applications of chronotherapies**

If the pathophysiology of OCD is linked to, or exacerbated by, circadian dysfunctions, interventions aiming to restore the circadian clock may have positive effects on OC symptoms. In addition, since the cognitive, biological, and anxiogenic consequences of disturbed sleep and circadian rhythms may impinge on therapeutic response to classical interventions for OCD, chronotherapeutics may also be relevant adjunctive strategies.

**Phototherapy**

The potential relevance of phototherapy in OCD has been highlighted in a few reviews, but empirical data on this topic are scarce. Two case studies in patients with seasonal affective disorder and OCD peaking in fall and winter reported clinical improvements in both mood and OC symptoms after 5–12 days of phototherapy (10,000 lux for 30 minutes or 3,000 lux in the morning for 2 hours). In one case, the reintroduction of phototherapy following a subsequent relapse again led to marked improvements in both mood and OCD symptoms, and in the other case, there was no relapse in the next few months after phototherapy.

Seasonal changes in OC symptoms and mood difficulties have been reported in 21% and 53% of persons with OCD, respectively. In most cases, these changes were characterized by worse symptoms during winter and some degree of improvement during summer. The use of phototherapy to treat seasonal affective disorder has now reached expert
and is increasingly implemented in clinical practice. There is a need to determine whether response to light interventions in people with OCD is modulated by seasonal variations in OC symptoms.

In addition to its direct chronobiologic effects, which may alleviate dysfunctions of the biological clock, the therapeutic effects of light in people with OCD could also possibly operate via the serotonergic system. There is a high density of 5-HT transporters in the SCN, especially in regions primarily involved in light-induced circadian phase shifts. Light exposure increases 5-HT concentrations in the pineal gland, and this is thought to play a role in the phase-shifting effects of light on melatonin and the sleep–wake cycle. In support of this, SSRIs administered to diurnal animals in the morning induced a phase advance of the activity–rest cycle.

On the one hand, light exposure facilitates phase advances induced by 5-HT agonists and SSRIs, and on the other hand, SSRIs potentiate light-induced phase advances. Therefore, a bidirectional relationship between light and the serotonergic system may be postulated with: 1) daily light exposure patterns affecting 5-HT regulation; and 2) 5-HT abnormalities modulating one’s sensitivity to light. Controlled light exposure may thus be a promising therapeutic tool to attenuate serotonergic dysfunctions in OCD, potentiate the efficacy of SSRIs commonly used to manage OC symptoms, and realign the sleep–wake cycle in OCD patients with delayed sleep profiles.

Melatonin agents

Agomelatine is a new antidepressant acting as a melatonin agonist at MT1 and MT2 receptors and as a selective serotonin antagonist at 5-HT2C receptors. This compound has rapid sleep-enhancing effects and chronobiologic properties, which mimic the effects of exogenous melatonin on the circadian system, allowing the realignment and strengthening of biological rhythms. Due to its unique pharmacological profile and its anxiolytic properties, agomelatine is increasingly considered as a potential adjunctive or alternative to standard OCD treatments.

When added to classical pharmacological agents used for OCD (eg, escitalopram, venlafaxine, clomipramine, risperidone, and/or aripiprazole), agomelatine has been found to improve OC symptoms in several cases of treatment-resistant OCD. In some cases, this led to full remission after ~3 months of treatment, and in reports with longitudinal monitoring, clinical improvements were often sustained over several months. A multiple case study reported considerable clinical improvements in three out of six cases of treatment-resistant OCD. Interestingly, two of the three individuals who responded to agomelatine initially presented with sleep disruptions. In these two cases, sleep was found to improve alongside OC symptoms. To date, the strongest empirical support comes from an open-label study conducted in 12 persons with OCD who did not respond to SSRIs. Significant reductions in OC symptoms were found after adjunctive agomelatine treatment. Importantly, only mild side effects (ie, nausea, headache, dizziness, and somnolence) were reported, suggesting that agomelatine is well tolerated in individuals with treatment-resistant OCD.

While most studies have thus far assessed the efficacy of agomelatine in combination with other classical pharmacological treatment for OCD, there are some preliminary indications supporting monotherapy with agomelatine. A young woman with OCD who gained little benefits with classical pharmacotherapy and experienced marked side effects underwent a full and sustained remission from OCD after ~2 months of treatment with agomelatine. Of note, this patient had sleeping difficulties related to intrusive thoughts about bedsheet contamination, and the first noticeable clinical improvements (2 weeks after the introduction of agomelatine) were sleep improvements. Hence, this supports the hypothesis that sleep restoration may contribute to subsequent OCD symptom reductions.

Agomelatine may also have beneficial effects in disorders related to OCD. For instance, in a young woman with excoriation disorder who did not respond to 25 days of administration of sertraline and quetiapine, agomelatine reduced skin-picking behavior, and this clinical improvement persisted after cessation of sertraline and quetiapine. Interestingly, it has also recently been proposed that agomelatine may be especially effective in a subgroup of patients with OCD who also present bipolar traits.

While the mechanisms underlying its potential antiobsessive and anticomulsive effects remain speculative, agomelatine interacts with key neurotransmitters involved in the pathophysiology of OCD. For instance, animal studies demonstrated that this compound enhances the levels of dopamine and noradrenaline in the frontal cortex and that its synergistic effects on both melatonin and 5-HT receptors attenuate glutamate release following stress exposure. This may contribute to normalize circadian abnormalities linked to OCD and realign the sleep–wake cycle in those with delayed sleep profiles. We still need to assess whether other melatonin agonists (without influence on the 5-HT system)
or exogenous melatonin supplementation may also reduce OC symptoms in some patients.

Behavioral circadian approaches

In early DSPD case reports, successful realignment of the sleep–wake cycle through behavioral phase advance led to enhanced psychological functioning. In the context of OCD with delayed sleep profiles, realigning the sleep–wake cycle may enhance psychological well-being and reduce some of the cognitive difficulties worsening nighttime compulsions.

This could potentiate the effects of classical psychotherapies for OCD. Also, assisting patients in understanding and anticipating potential circadian variations in the emergence of OC symptoms may increase empowerment and maximize cognitive and affective resources for better symptoms management by the patients themselves.

One case study reported successful outcomes following a combination of agomelatine and behavioral interventions targeting circadian realignment. The patient had long-standing religious and cleaning compulsions and did not respond to SSRIs and classical OCD-focused CBT. Initially, it was noted that she had a marked delay in her sleep–wake schedule, which was accompanied by fatigue, poor concentration, and worse difficulties inhibiting compulsions at nighttime. In fact, the later this patient initiated her nighttime rituals, the longer it took her to complete them. Her treatment was enriched with chronotherapeutic interventions; in addition to being started on agomelatine, she was guided to implement a progressive phase advance in the timing of her nighttime rituals, bedtime, and wake time. These behavioral changes were facilitated using motivational approaches and morning call-ins. This resulted in a decrease in her daily compulsion time from 8 to 2 hours and a marked reduction in the severity of her OC symptoms.

There is strong evidence for the efficacy of CBT-I, a form of CBT specifically designed for insomnia, with increasing applications in psychiatric populations. Some of the key components of CBT-I, such as paradoxical intention and relaxation techniques, are directly targeting sleep initiation difficulties and may thus be relevant tools for reducing sleep onset latency and phase advancing the sleep–wake cycle. There is currently no report on the usefulness of such techniques in OCD.

In addition to adjusting the timing of sleep, other circadian synchronizers (“zeitgeber”) can be targeted by behavioral changes in more holistic approaches. OCD is often characterized by a greater sensitivity to stress. In line with the “social zeitgeber” theory, it has been proposed that life stressors may interfere with social routines, leading to altered circadian rhythms and facilitating the emergence of certain OCD profiles. In fact, OCD is often accompanied by social isolation, reduced time engaging in purposeful activities, and irregular meal times, all factors likely to tone down social synchronizers. Interpersonal and social rhythm therapy, a circadian-based intervention initially developed to treat bipolar disorder, aims to stabilize social circadian rhythms, establishing daily routines for sleep, wake, eating, and purposeful activities. Considering the common tendency to engage in compulsive behavior late in the day and the frequent comorbidity between OCD, DSPD, and bipolar disorders or cyclothymic traits, interpersonal and social rhythm therapy may provide useful tools to guide relevant behavioral changes in certain patients with OCD.

Conclusion

A range of circadian disruptions has been documented in persons with OCD, including reduced circadian rhythmicity of body temperature and delays in both the sleep–wake cycle and melatonin secretion. These abnormalities appear to correlate with worse symptom severity. It is worth noting that studies conducted to date were typically based on small numbers of participants and that there appears to be considerable interindividual variability across persons with OCD. OCD is often recognized as a heterogeneous illness, and this heterogeneity may also color the sleep and circadian profiles linked to OCD. As such, further investigations with larger sample sizes, better controlled circadian monitoring, and careful examination of potential subgroups of patients with distinct circadian profiles and clinical trajectories are required.

Importantly, OCD presents as a unique psychiatric illness in which biological, behavioral, and cognitive psychopathological processes may interact directly with circadian abnormalities. Evidence suggests that the symptomatology of OCD often follows cyclic patterns, and some of the pathogenetic mechanisms underlying this disorder may be sensitive to biological, social, and environmental rhythms.

Following promising initial reports, there is a need for better powered and well-controlled clinical trials to assess the efficacy of sleep and circadian-based interventions for the management of OCD. Rigorous consideration of age, comorbidities, genetic predispositions, response to classical OCD treatment, objective sleep and circadian profiling, and seasonal course of illness will be helpful to identify relevant factors predicting response to chronotherapies in patients with OCD.
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